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Super Nintendo World theme park to open 
in Japan
January 15, 2020

Universal Studios Japan on Tuesday held a global kick-off presentation event for the 
upcoming "Super Nintendo World" theme park, where video game icon Super Mario and 
technological gadgets will be heavily featured.

1. Universal Studios Japan is                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                              

2. It’s announced the "Super Nintendo World" theme park,                                                           
                                                                                                                                                              

3. Universal Studios says the park will be the                                                                                       

CEO J.L. Bonnier
  PRESIDENT AND CEO OF UNIVERSAL STUDIOS JAPAN, J. L. BONNIER, SAYING:
"Now we are delighted to introduce Super Nintendo World in the year that gonna attract so 
much attention to Japan from all over the world.  And a lot of visitors will be visiting Japan.  
This is really gonna be the Super Nintendo World year.”

4. Visitors will be encouraged                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                              

5-1. And park-goers can also hit                                                                                                    
5-2. a traditional object that appears in the Super Mario series,                                                    

6. Super Nintendo World will first open in Osaka,                                                                        
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7-1. Mustached Italian plumber Mario                                                                                           
7-2. as he dodges flying turtles,                                                                                                      

8-1. Across multiple franchises spanning dozens of titles,                                                            
                                                                                                                                                              
8-2. and the broader industry as his environment has evolved from linear games played on 
bulky arcade systems,                                                                                                                    

9-1. The global video and electronic games market                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                              
9-2. with Japanese companies making a comeback,                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                              
  
[Vocabulary]
◻tap into: to access some large, abundant, or powerful resource.
・You should consider tapping into your retirement plan as a last resort. 

・The man was found guilty for illegally tapping into the city's electrical grid without 

paying.
◻icon: someone who is very famous and who people think represents a particular idea
・one of the best-known pop icons of the 1980s

◻Super Nintendo World: an upcoming theme park area under construction at Universal 
Studios Japan and later at Universal Studios Singapore that is based on notable video game 
franchises from Nintendo, such as Super Mario. Construction began in June 2017 and is 
planned to open in time for the 2020 Summer Olympics.
◻video game: a game played against a computer; a game in which players use electronic 
controls to move images on a screen
◻ultimate: as good or as bad as possible
・They suffered the ultimate humiliation of defeat by their oldest enemies.

・The house provides the ultimate luxury retreat.

◻real-life: the world as it really is, rather than as it is in your imagination or in stories 
・He plays a bad guy, but in real life he’s very gentle.

◻encouraged to: to inspire with courage, spirit, or hope
・She was encouraged to continue by her early success.

◻park-goer: Someone who goes to an amusement park for recreation.
・There tend to be more park-goers in the summer months.

◻physical: existing in the real world, rather than in someone's imagination
・the physical universe

◻Question Block: one of the many blocks found in the Mario universe, and one of the 
most common. ? Blocks are usually seen floating in midair, often containing coins, Super 
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Mushrooms, or Fire Flowers. They may also be invisible. Beginning in Super Mario Bros. 
3, there are different ways to hit the block other than simply jumping into it from below, like 
using a tail whip with a Super Leaf or Tanooki Suit, or a cape spin with a Cape Feather, to 
whack the ? Block, or kicking a Koopa Shell at the Item Block.  Question Blocks first 
appear in Paper Mario after the veranda collapses. The first Question Block that Mario 
encounters is unable to be hit when he first comes across it. After finding the hammer, Mario 
is able to hit the block. The first block that Mario encounters releases a coin.
◻expansion: the process of making a business, organization, or activity grow by including 
more people, moving into new areas, selling more products, etc.
・the rapid expansion of private nursing-home care over the last decade

・expansion plan

◻mustache: the hair that a man can grow on his upper lip
◻mustached: having a mustache
・The mustached school principal.

・Both Mexican and foreign productions have been shot here, many of which feature 

gunfights by mustached protagonists.
◻plumber: someone whose job is to fit and repair pipes, water tanks, and other equipment 
used for supplying and storing water
・One is not superior to the other; plumbers, electricians and engineers are required as 

much as academics.
◻grip: to have a strong effect on someone
・A feeling of fear gripped the crowd.

・Britain was still gripped by recession.

◻gamer: someone who plays games, especially computer games or games in which you 
pretend to be a character 
・He says he wants the reputation of being a top gamer.

◻Princess Peach: a character in Nintendo's Mario franchise. Originally created by Shigeru 
Miyamoto, Peach is the princess of the fictional Mushroom Kingdom, which is constantly 
under attack by Bowser. She often plays the damsel in distress role within the series and is 
the lead female character, often being portrayed as Mario's love interest.
◻franchise: a formal agreement for someone to sell a company’s products or services in a 
particular place, in exchange for a payment or part of the profits
◻span: to include a number of different things
・a leisure business spanning hotels, restaurants, casinos, and bars

◻evolution: the way in which something gradually changes and develops
・the evolution of language

◻track: to follow the development or progress of something　
・You can track your order on our website.

◻evolve: when a type of plant or animal evolves, its physical form changes over a long 
period of time
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・a debate as to whether birds evolved from dinosaurs

◻linear game: A linear game is a game with story elements that the player proceeds 
through in a linear fashion. The player is led into each significant plot point and has little to 
no freedom in this regard.
◻bulky: too big to be carried or stored easily
・The TV was too bulky to fit into the trunk of her car.

◻arcade: amusement arcade
◻open-world: In video games, an open world is a virtual world in which the player can 
explore and approach objectives freely, as opposed to a world with more linear and 
structured gameplay.
◻generate: to make money; to create jobs or work 生み出す
・The business is not generating enough revenue to cover its costs.

・The new car factory will generate a lot of jobs in the area.

◻make a comeback: to return to one’s former standing, after a withdrawal or a lapse in 
popularity or ability. This term originated in America about 1900 or so.
・With a little effort you could still stage a comeback.

◻nostalgia: thoughts about happy times in your past, often mixed with the wish to be back 
in the past; old-time 
・stories full of nostalgia for the good old days

◻retro:  deliberately intended to be like clothes, music, etc. from the recent past
・retro bands / a retro look/ ‘retro 60s fashions’/ ‘retro 60s fashions’

・The car not only looks retro it also drives retro.

[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the 

English language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free 
Dictionary, Wikipedia]
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